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The Meres: to a probler of acceleration of the eletron-ion 

beans increases at present. Linear accelerators with such beams 

which energy is aore than 0x10 HeV [n:lflO) can be effectively 

ased for nuclides tranaautation by neaoa of proton or x-rays received 

during electron banbardlng of sane target [ll Linear accelerators 

vith beans which energy is less than 11x10 MeV can be used as 

iojectors in ion accelerators based on the collective aethoda I.2 ] 

Accelerators with beaus which energy is less thao nul~2HeV can be 

used for ion irplantatico with sirultaoeous neutrallzatIo0 of their 

positive charge by reans of negative electron charge. It prevents 

microcircuits from discharge and daaage [3] . 

Ihe advaotages of circular electron bears in proton 

synchrotrons were showed in the theoretical work [4] ,and the 

posibility of practical realixatioo of such systeas was demonstrated 

at the ion accelerators with electron rings [D] These advantages 

consist in higher radial and vertical ion orbit stability and 

higher ionizaticr bg electron beam during the first acceleration 

stage. 

In this paper various scheaes of linear and circular 

accelerator with electron-ion beaes are considered. The results 

reseived on accelerator with electron-ion beaus, designed and 

performed in Hoscow Engineering Physics Institute ,eere used as the 

basis of this suggestions. 
Linesr acceierator aar be performed as it is shown on fig.lia). The 

RF structure contaia identical toroidal cavities 1 connected to RF 

amplifiers 2 acd invertor 3. Each cavity has tno XF lines connected 

to comaon generators 4 which frecuencies arefeandf.accordinglp. These 

generators are united by mutual control agster 5.’ The filters 9 and 

1 {higher and lover frequencies) are included in each RF line 

between cavities 1 and amplifiers 2 to prevent ifluence of one 

generator on anotbe:. lhis structure can work in various regimes, 

that la on standing or ox travelling wave with two frequencies and 

au standing uave with one frequency and travelling wave with the 

other frequency. Vipical distribution of electrical RT fleld strength 

on the axis for various frequencies at the fixed moeent for 

standing waves are shown on lig.lIb,c). Dotted line shows the main 

haracrica for these cases. Theoretical analysis shoued that if the 

electron beam is focused bx solenoids and ions are focused by 

negative electron charge, and if electron velosItgUo is considerably 
more than Ion velositru;, the phase instabllity of electrons can 
arise lo case if phase electron osclllatlon Irequencr 1s dlvialble 

to the frequency of ‘ion’ wave. 

It nap be cited for exarple the text variant: 73; :0.0146 c 

(c-llgbt velosity); Ue z0.9 c; f ; :150r1068x; ft :50x lo6 Sz. 

Analxals shswed that the stable aoveaent of ions and electrons 

sinultaneouslg Is possible 1f the beala parameters are the oext: 

eE,: e EL: 25 hevia, V&: Yst = ZOO s where E+ - the 

electrical harnooics amplitudes for electrons and ions accordinglr; 

y&+-the srnchroneaus phases. The potentiooal gradient is defined 

aa dyi & = $sin Y.+ ( where e is the particle 

sharge), 

The lain difficultr in circular ion accelerator with electron 

bear la the turning of two beam. Authors suppose that this 

probier nag be desided in a devi:e shown oo fig.2. It contain tuo 

plates of the electrostatic deflector 1, placed in circular vacuum 

chamber on insulators 2. They are connected to high voltage sourse 

3. Eath ends cf each plate are connected to secondary winding of 

transformer 4. Radial electric field created bF leans of sourse 3, 

and vertical ragnet field created by reans of currentsl,, provide 

sinultaneous turning of electraa and ion beans. The particle 
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Flg.1. Schene of the linear electron-ion acceleration structure 

(a) and a aauentarr distribution of electrical field which 

accelerate ions (b) aod eleztrooa (cl. 



fioverent analysis uas perforred by equations 

r&= 4;,,{~+[i;,fJJ} j 
1-F ) cf ip= mi& R-', 1 8 (2) 

vhereFandFare the ceotrfpetal and centrifugal forces; 
CP Cf 

m -particle rass;q-its charge; Indexes ‘i’ and ‘e’ correspond to 
loos and electroos;R-radius of the braa akis ia deflector, it 

turned out that if the roverent directions of both bears axe the 

sale, and%>?@ if the directions are opposite, andPJ$J((he strength 

lust be directed t2 the centre of circulation, and it is oecessery 
to perform the next conditions: 

(3) 

If the directions of the bears movement are the saae and&W L 
or If the directiocs are opposite and QUitbe strength rust be 
directed from the ceotre acd it is necessary to perform the 

conditicos: 

tie,: lkm: tiem, 
Er= R(v~+u;) 9,; 9e 1 

(5) 

If these directions are opposite, and B, 10.25 ‘I, the radius 

B oust be equal to 5~ IO-an. If the beans directions are the 

sane, and 2fl 3,s c, vu, ro.2 c, 0, -0.054 T, radius X 

uust be equal to 125 I, and if these di:e:tlons are opposite, and 
B+ 3.03 T, R must be equal to 24 I. 

So, linear and circular acceleration nay be performed by aeans 

of known and inproved acceleration system, and the possibilities 

of physical experiments and beae technology ray be essentially 

ertecded. 

B,= I (u&e + &o+ 

w?+w % 
(6) References. 

lhe circular accelerator say be performed fron such deflectors 

and linear RF strictures, described before (Fig.l(aJI. PJ accelerator 

nay coosist of lloear ion accelerator structure aod linear electron 
accelerator structure, each part is exited oo various frequencies. 
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The focusing of electron beaa in deflector map be perforaed by 

means of special coofiguration of aagoet field, that is suitable 

currents in each deflector plate, as it is lo synchrotronsThe ion 
beam nay be focused by negative electron charge or by special 

configuration of electric field between deflector plates. 

Descclbed achene may be useful for heavy ion acceleratloa. 

Their energy asp surpass some hundred WeV, asd the ion beaa 
correot sag be higher than in other accelerators. 

The accelerators dlaensions sag be decresed by !oreased strengthE, 

It Is possible because currents create ‘eagoet insolation’ reghc , 

ahen field ealssion electrons can not aove between deflector 

plates and cause the discbarge. 

It may be cited for example a variant, when the beaas 

directions are the same, aod 7-C; -5 * 10s2c (c- the light 

velosityl; Ui, ~0.5 c; B, I 3*10-2T; E, :5r 10~ Y/P, R= 
4.5 P. 
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Fig.2. The point view of the electron-ion deflector in 
circular accelerator. 


